[Theta and alpha-band EEG spatial synchronization under the conditions of visual set, formed to an angry face expression. A study of 5-11-year-old children].
EEG coherence in theta and alpha bands during set-forming and set-shifting was studied in 5-6-year-old (n=18) and 10-11-year-old (n=25) children. Set was formed to visual stimuli (facial photos with emotionally negative expression). Younger children displayed smaller coherence values, especially in the right hemisphere, than older ones. We also revealed differences in theta and alpha band coherence in cases of a rigid and a plastic set. For example, EEG-coherence values were smaller when cognitive processes were relatively rigid (i.e., in a case of a slower set-shifting). A strong correlation between electrophysiological and behavioral data supports the hypothesis that cortico-hippocampal and fronto-thalamic brain integration systems participate in facial expression recognition and provide cognition flexibility.